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Overview
In Distributed applications, where there are multiple services, storage systems, batch processors and 
messaging components – which interact with each other to provide business value. For a global firm, it is 
usual to deal with location specific / operation specific / regulatory specific / usage specific units and formats 
on a daily basis. This requirement leads to multiple formats and units being processed and stored across 
components. This need – to deal with multiple formats and units – leads to complex issues. This paper dis-
cusses such potential issues and provides a generic solution in the form of an architecture style.

Issues
• Maintaining multiple formats / units across components and storage systems. 

• Every Component must check every request for format / unit consistency along with other necessary 
validations.

• While debugging, it would not be clear which format / unit is being used unless the developer has end to 
end knowledge of the system or that format / unit information is part of the context.

• Each request has to bear the overhead of keeping extra info related to format and unit.

• The whole system is at very high risk of wrong data processing.

Examples
Here are some of the examples of formats and units which could lead to above issues in distributed 
applications :

• Multiple Date Formats and Time-zones

• Currencies

• Units of measurement

• Domain specific formats / units.

Here we have taken an example of Multiple Date Formats and Time-zones to describe in detail – how it 
creates issues in distributed application, what are the pain points and how to address these issues with 
Boundary Converter Architecture.
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Problem
What are the issues of having multiple date formats in the system?

Imagine a distributed system where there are multiple storage systems including multiple dbs and file 
systems and there are multiple components which interact with each other

to provide some functionality. Some of the components also work as standalone.

now, suppose c1 uses date format df1,
c2 -> df2,
c3 -> df3,
c4 -> df4,
c5 -> df2 and df3,
db1 -> df1 and df2,
db2 -> df2,
fs1 -> df1, df2, df3, df4
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If the system is designed to handle dates in this manner then there are following issues which can occur:

    (i-1): Maintaining multiple formats across components and storage systems
    (i-2): Every time a request comes to a component, it needs to check whether the format is consistent   
             locally. If not, the date has to be converted to local format.
    (i-3): While debugging it would not be clear which format needs to be used or being used unless the     
             developer has end to end knowledge of the system.
    (i-4): If the system uses multiple time-zones in the date then each request needs to keep track of 
             respective time-zones.
    (i-5): the system is at very high risk of wrong date processing.

Why does this issue need attention?

A system with Multiple dates and time-zones (MDaTZ) is prone to inconsistencies and wrong processing.

Use Case 1:
There is an order placing system which is a standalone service and takes following inputs to create order:

 Order_name, //name of the order

 Order_items, //order details

 Order_customer, //customer details

 Order_date, //order placed date (mm/dd/yy)    

Some other component – X calls place_order() service. Now, this external component – X uses dd/mm/yy 
as their date format. If while calling place_order(), X passes the order_date as:01/02/03 which means for X 
the date is 1 st Feb 2003 but for place_order() service the date is 2 nd Jan 2003. In this case even if there are 
validations to check the date, the date will pass them as both the dates: 1 st Feb 2003 and 2 nd Jan 2003 are 
valid. But, the system is in an inconsistent state.

The obvious solution to this, is to know what you are calling. Meaning X must know that place_order() is 
expecting a date in mm/dd/yy format. So before calling place_order() convert the date from dd/mm/yy to 
mm/dd/yy. Since we write a lot of components and they need to interact with each other to provide different 
functionalities, does it make sense to write multiple date and timezone converters in each component to 
make sure it is consistent with the date format of the requesting component? That will lead to code 
repetition, which comes with additional cost of developer's time.
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When will having MDaTZ would create a major problem?

Use Case 2:

Suppose you have created a notification system which sends alerts and notifications to users. This is a high 
availability system so multiple healthcare firms prefer to use this to send their patients notification and 
alerts globally.

Notification System (NS) uses date format dd/mm/yyyy with GMT as their timezone. So every caller HC1, 
HC2, HC3,....HCN should first convert the notification date to dd/mm/yyyy format and GMT time zone for 
the notification to be sent at an accurate time. Suppose a caller HCX did not convert the notification time to 
GMT zone. This could result in early or delay notification.Suppose a caller HCY did not convert the format 
from mm/dd/yyyy and passed 01/02/2019. In this case, the system will send the notification on 1 st Feb 
2019 instead of 2 nd Jan 2019.This delayed notification/alert could be fatal as the receiver could be a patient 
fighting against a major illness.
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Solution
How the Boundary Converter Architecture style will resolve these issues?

Where components [C1], [C2] and [C3] are boundary components and components [C4], [C5], [C6], [C7] are 
internal components. Also, storage [db1], [db2] and [fs1] are considered as internal components.In this sys-
tem whenever a request comes to either of [C1], [C2] or [C3] the date part will first be converted to (dfs) and 
then the request will be sent for further processing. This wayall the internal components will have to deal 
with only one date format and timezone ==>(dfs)

In the response, before sending it to the external system, the boundary component will convert the date 
part of response to local format of the external component.

i.e.,

 in case of [C1]'s response, (dfs) will be converted to (df2),

 in [C2]'s response, (dfs) will be converted to (df1), and

 in [C3]'s response, (dfs) will be converted to (df3)

Also, in this example we are considering storage as an internal component. So, [db1], [db2] and [fs1] will use 
(dfs) for all date fields. This will liberate system designers and developers from maintaining MDaTZ in the 
system. A lot of calls to convert date format and time-zones will be eliminated. While debugging, a person 
will always be sure which format is being used for the date. 
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While adding a new component, the architect will only have to decide whether the component is Boundary 
Component [BC] or Internal Component [IC]. If it is a Boundary Component [BC] she/he can add Date Con-
verter {DC} in the component to convert incoming date to (dfs). If it is an Internal Component [IC] then code 
can be written to process only (dfs).

The component can be designed to be [IC] and later if the system needs the [IC] can be converted to [BC] by 
just adding {DC} to it. This solution will minimize the risk of processing the wrong date and wrong time zone
mentioned in Use Case 1 and Use Case 2.

Where do we need to make changes to adopt Boundary Converter Architecture style?

Use Case 3: Existing System:
If the system is already established and if architect decides to adopt Date-Boundary architecture style then 
following changes are necessary:

 1> Identify a date format and timezone with which internal components will deal.

 2> Identify [BC] and [IC] in the system

 3> Write {DC} at each boundary component.

 4> Remove all {DC} from internal components. 

 5> If the storage has any data then change the date format of all the stored dates.This is a one 
      time effort which requires the system to be down and needs to carry out with utmost accuracy.

Use Case 4: New System:
Adopting Boundary Converter Architecture in a new system is relatively easy as the tricky task of changing 
date format and timezone in data storage is not involved. Here is the list of tasks which needs to be carried 
out:

 1> Identify a date format and timezone with which [IC]s will deal.

 2> Identify [BC] and [IC] in the system.

 3> Write {DC} at each [BC].
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Conclusion
For any distributed system, consistency is key to provide business value. This paper discusses potential 
issues with multiple formats and units in a system and provides a generic solution in terms of Boundary 
Converter Architecture Style.
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